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THERMOPATCH VISION
For over 85 years, Thermopatch has been a leader in the development 

and production of emblems, transfers and labels for textiles. We aim 

to be the global market leader in corporate identity, with a clear vision 

when it comes to quality, and sustainable, energy-efficient production.  

Our goal is to constantly develop and improve ourselves. We will do this 

by continuously aligning our range of products and services with the 

wishes of our clients and changes in the market.

THERMOPATCH MISSION
Our mission is to promote socially, economically, and ecologi- 

cally sustainable development programs, building on our knowledge  

and experience. The emphasis here is on individual policy  

instruments and an effective combination thereof. Through innovative 

processes and unique textile finishing technology, we want to continue 

to distinguish ourselves in the market, with the highest quality products 

and tailor-made services for all of our clients.

Thermopatch is committed to continuously updating all activities, with 

ten universally accepted principles in the field of human rights and 

the fight against corruption. The core values of safety and health, the 

environment, the highest ethical behavior and respect for people are  

directly in line with the values set out in the United Nations  

Global Compact.
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COMPANY
Thermopatch is an internationally operating organization, that has  

specialized in emblems, transfers and labelling solutions since 1934. 

We are active in various sectors: hospitality, healthcare, industry, textile 

care and sports. Customers recognize and value our expertise, the best 

possible service and high quality products. We are proud of our pio-

neering technologies, innovations and services. The integration of an 

environmentally friendly and sustainable strategy for both production 

and logistics makes our global business vision distinctive.

From our head office in Syracuse, New York in the United States, and 

our European base in Almere, the Netherlands, Thermopatch reaches 

more than 90 countries. In collaboration with our extensive network of 

experienced distributors with local knowledge and skills, we are able to 

serve our customers worldwide and achieve our operational goals.

THE MARKET
Workwear is available in all shapes and sizes, from neat uniforms to  

cool outfits. In many cases, wearing it is mandatory. In practice, work-

wear must above all be durable and able to take a beating. Adding a high- 

quality emblem or transfer is an effective method to enhance the  

professional appearance of workwear. Colorful, eye-catching and  

detailed. Just like the clothing itself, the applied identity products must  

be strong and durable.

The transfers and emblems from Thermopatch more than meet the  

highest requirements. From heat seal to direct printing, from high  

visibility emblems to fire-retardant transfers: our very extensive range  

offers a tailor-made answer for every corporate identity question.  

We have several, high-quality variations for each sector to give your 

workwear the best look.

For more information, go to:
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RELIABLE QUALITY,  

UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES

Companies opt for sustainability and look for brands that 

exude conviction and quality. Thermopatch offers inno-

vative corporate identity solutions that lead the way in  

helping to strengthen that identity. We turn your brand 

into a symbol of trust.
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READY FOR ANY CHALLENGE

Reflective emblems and  
plotter transfers
Be guaranteed to stand out with our reflective em-

blems and plotter transfers, which can be printed  

in color. They are manufactured using a special  

technique that produces high definition images on 

reflective surfaces. Plotter transfers are only availa-

ble in silver.

Ready emblems
Choose the best in textile decoration: Ready em-

blems. Available in any color or shape, they are  

even suitable for photographic images. The Ready  

FR variant has been specially developed by 

Thermopatch for fire brigades and rescue workers. 

This heat-resistant transfer has flame-retardant 

properties and meets the EN 469 standard. Ready 

emblems are also available with a self-adhesive  

layer to make positioning even easier.

Helmet emblems
Strengthen your corporate identity or personalize 

your helmets with Thermopatch emblems. They  

immediately stand out and increase recognition. 

The helmet emblems are printed on a self-adhesive  

foil. The special adhesive layer does not affect  

the safety standards of the helmet in any way, is  

chlorine and plasticizer free, and thus follows the 

phthalate directive 2005/ 84 / EC. The emblems can 

easily be removed.

Starlight
Thanks to its reflective properties, you can immedi-

ately draw more attention with Starlight. When light 

hits this transfer, the wearer is made more clearly  

visible. Starlight is an ideal transfer for uniforms or 

workwear during special events. Flexible Starlight 

transfers are also suitable to make sportswear stand 

out.

Flextrans
Flextrans is a very flexible transfer with high print 

quality and durability, ideal for uniforms and flexible 

textiles. Flextrans is characterized by detailed ima-

ges, available in almost any size and combination of 

colors - including high visibility.

Truflex / Truflex FR
A transfer strong enough for industrial workwear, but at the same time 

soft and flexible for lighter uniforms and other corporate clothing. 

Truflex and the flame-retardant Truflex FR are resistant to the most  

demanding washing programs and meet the Oeko-Tex class 1 certifica- 

tion. This is a very versatile transfer with endless possibilities

Digiline
This strong and simultaneously flexible emblem combines full color  

printing with extra effects. These include a 3D or woven effect,  

extra shine, or a combination of these effects. DigiLine emblems  

give workwear the ultimate appearance. DigiLine can be made in any 

shape or size, and are industrially washable.

Textra
Textra is a recent innovation from Thermopatch; a transfer featuring  

deep colors and sharp detail. It is a strong and durable transfer,  

available in any size and shape. A smart production process with  

digital printing techniques and modern inks gives Textra an unprece- 

dented quality and appearance. This tranfer is resistant to the most 

intensive washing programs. A perfect choice in the world of workwear. 

Sublifix
Specially developed for textiles where colors can run, Sublifix  

can be applied to almost any piece of workwear without risk.  

A detailed transfer, available in any shape or color.
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WORK WITH PRIDE 

WHEREVER YOU ARE
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SUSTAINABLE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY 

FRIENDLY IDENTITY PRODUCTS

Our climate and environment are very current topics. 

When Thermopatch was founded in 1934, we stated in 

our vision that we want to support an active approach 

to environmental challenges, to take initiatives to  

promote more responsibility for the environment, and to  

encourage the development of environmentally friendly 

technologies. It is because of this vision that we support 

the United Nations Global Compact, the world’s largest 

sustainability initiative for companies.

We believe in the power of sustainability. Every part of  

our production process is certified to the highest quality  

standards. We constantly strive to improve our green  

performance to ensure that our range of products  

and services continuously meet the latest requirements 

in the market.
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6 HEAT SEAL MACHINES

Looking for the perfect solution to guarantee the  

highest standards in corporate identity? Work with the  

state-of-the-art heat seal machines from Thermopatch  

for applying our products, and quality is guaranteed! 

Hand operated or automatic; a table model or a heavy  

weight; our heat seal presses are designed to continuous- 

ly deliver lasting and perfect results.

Our extensive range offers the ideal machine for every  

type of user. Will it be a heat seal machine for low  

volumes? Or a compressed air-powered model with 

double pressing plates for large volumes? Whichever  

model you choose, our equipment works quickly,  

precisely and offers maximum efficiency. 

Check our recommended heat seal machines for work-

wear on the next pages:
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  DP2000-T
Simply impressive
With the Deco-Print DP-2000-T, sealing or sewing  

on labels is a thing of the past! With the Deco-Print 

you can print a high quality logo or text directly onto 

the textile. Using a font kit, you can compose your 

own text by sliding letters into the bars on the spe-

cially designed track plate, and then begin marking. 

Multi-colored marking is possible.

  DP-Junior
Small but strong
An economical direct print-

ing machine for all textiles, 

the DP-Junior transfers your imprint using a heat-

ed printing plate. Whether you need a company  

logo, symbol or image, anything is possible. Variable 

text can also be added by sliding individual letters  

or numbers into a rail on the printing plate. The DP- 

Junior is the most economical solution for directly 

marking flatwork.

  NL-30/33/35
Unparalleled and versatile
Whether you need a manual or (semi) automatic  

machine, single or double sealing platens, the  

NL-30, -33 and -35 pneumatic heat seal machines, 

featuring advanced electronics, offer optimum  

performance to every user. With each of these  

machines, multiple settings can be pre-set quickly 

and easily. The NL-33 and -35 also have a counter,  

so you can see how many items have been processed 

per order. In this series of machines, efficiency  

and user-friendliness prevail.

  NL-15-SQR/R
Modern and advanced
The NL-15-R / NL-15-SQR is a sophisticated com-

bination of advanced technology and modern  

ergonomic design. The device warms up quickly  

and automatically enters an energy-saving mode 

when the device is not used for a while. This press is 

highly suitable for processing large volumes.

  NL-40
Smart and multifunctional
You can easily apply a logo or label to a cap or shoe 

with the NL-40. This machine is multifunctional 

thanks to interchangeable press plates. The different 

plates can be mounted on the NL-40 without the 

use of tools. This machine has been developed with 

smart electronics, so that parameters like sealing 

time and temperature can be set quickly.

  HS-4-C
Compact and fast
This compact desktop heat seal machine is used for applying identifica-

tion labels, emblems and transfers to textiles. The HS-4-C has a powerful 

heating element and digital control buttons, so sealing time and tem-

perature can be easily adjusted. 

  NL-24-PRO Ergo Seal
The all-rounder
The NL-24-PRO Ergo Seal is one of the most practical heat seal machines  

for the demanding user. Thanks to the extra workspace around the  

bottom plate, heat sealing tasks involving large or bulky items of  

clothing can be processed quickly. The machine is operated with a  

foot pedal, keeping both hands free for ease of use. This machine is 

features an energy-saving mode.
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THERMOPATCH  
WORKS:
A simple and fast way to place orders for existing designs

UNIQUE CUSTOMER ARCHIVE 
Don’t waste time searching through old documents;  

simply enter the name of your logo.

RECOGNIZE YOUR LOGO QUICKLY 

Each design is shown on your screen and has a unique number.

COMPLETE ORDER HISTORY
Check your sales figures and inventory levels using your order 

history.

EMAIL US YOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Follow a few simple steps to communicate your new design  

requirements immediately.

ORDER IN YOUR OWN TIME
A special section for designs awaiting your approval is always 

available. You can view, document, distribute, print and save 

designs.

LAST MINUTE CORRECTIONS
Choose this option and enter your instructions. It’s that easy.

USER-FRIENDLY SYSTEM
Fully available online, without any training or additional software 

required.

OUR EXTENDED RANGE OFFERS A LOT 
OF CHOICE, WHATEVER YOU NEED
Our team of specialists are happy to help you further.

ORDER ONLINE, 
AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH

OUR ONLINE ORDERING MODULE 
HELPS YOU TO MANAGE YOUR  
CORPORATE IDENTITY EFFECTIVELY
Thermopatch believes in top-level service.  

A team of experts is available online to advise 

you on the best branding and labelling solu- 

tions available, and guide you towards the  

best option.

Our online ordering system is a unique way to 

order your emblems and transfers. The use of 

additional software is not required. In the sys-

tem you can also create your own personal  

archive quickly and easily. You can view, save 

and retrieve designs with just a simple mouse 

click.
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